

**Mounting Height As Specified (Nominal)**

- Top of Pavement

**Receptacle Housing**

- "Y" Type Rubber Insulator

**Line Cables**

- Connector Screw
- Line Connector
- Receptacle Terminal
- Fuse Holder
- Load Terminal (Screw Type)
- Load Cable
- "L" Type Rubber Insulator
- Fuseholder Terminal

**Breakaway Point**

- Breakaway Fuse Connector Kit
- Load Side Assembly
- Line Side Assembly

**Type HEB-JW-RYC Connector Shown**

**Details of Type HEB-JW-RYC Connector**

- 6 Amp 340 Volt Cartridge Fuse
- Disclosed Terminals

**Typical Cobra-Head Design for LED Luminaires**

- Special Note: All luminaires shall have the NEMA label affixed on the bottom of the fixture to verify the wattage.

- **Bracket Length**
  - 4', 6', or 8'
  - 10', 12', or 15'

- **Hand Hole**

- **Top of Pavement**

**Luminaire Designation Example**

```
2 - 7 - A - 6 - 10
```

- 2
- 7
- A
- 6
- 10

**Notes:**

- If no setback dimension is indicated, the mast arm length denotes the distance from the right edge of pavement to center of pole base.

**ALL LUMINAIRES SHALL HAVE THE NEMA LABEL AFFIXED ON THE BOTTOM OF THE FIXTURE TO VERIFY THE WATTAGE.**

**Notes:**

- **Type A Luminaires** are mounted at 30' nominal LED equivalent to 100 Watts HPS.
- **Type B Luminaires** are mounted at 30' nominal LED equivalent to 150 Watts HPS.
- **Type C Luminaires** are mounted at 40' nominal LED equivalent to 250 Watts HPS.
- **Type D Luminaires** are mounted at 40' nominal LED equivalent to 400 Watts HPS.